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7
STUDENT LESSON SUMMARY COPYMASTER

Inverted Sentences and
Intervening Phrases

ACADEMIC VOCABULARY

inverted sentence: construction in which the subject follows the verb; includes
questions, sentences beginning with here or there, and sentences in which an adverb or
adverbial phrase is placed first

intervening phrase: group of words between a subject and its verb

predicate noun: follows a linking verb and identifies or explains the subject of a
sentence

HERE’S HOW

Step 1: In inverted sentences, make sure the subject and verb agree. Turn
the sentence around, putting the subject before the verb. Then determine whether the subject
is singular or plural. Make the verb agree in number.

EXAMPLES

Question:
Does the victims’ bank want the robbers punished?
The victims’ bank does want the robbers punished. (singular subject)

“Here” or “There”:
Here are two books about dumb criminals.
Two books about dumb criminals are here. (plural subject)

Phrase:
Right past the police cars speeds the truck.
The truck speeds right past the police cars. (singular subject)

Step 2: When a phrase comes between a subject and verb, mentally block
out the intervening phrase. The number of a subject is not changed by an intervening
phrase. When the phrase is blocked out or covered up, it is easy to tell whether the subject is
singular or plural. Apply this technique to phrases involving compound prepositions, such as
along with, as well as, and in addition to.

EXAMPLES

Every file on computers everywhere is vulnerable to electronic-age thieves. (singular)
Computer thieves with the right code control all the data files. (plural)
These thieves, like the hacker Kevin Mitnick, steal government and industry secrets.
(plural)
Experts on computer security, along with an honest computer hacker, solve the crime.
(plural)

EXAMPLES

The robbers’ main target is valuable trade secrets. (singular)
Sensitive files are a prized target of computer thieves. (plural)
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LESSON

7
PRACTICE WORKSHEET A COPYMASTER

Inverted Sentences and
Intervening Phrases

Directions: Rewrite each sentence in the space provided. Correct ALL errors in subject-verb
agreement. If a sentence is already correct, write C.

1. Has you ever heard stories about dumb criminals and their crimes?

2. In the book Crimes and Misdumbmeanors appears several bungling criminals.

3. Here is one example of a badly botched robbery.

4. To a large sewing shop dashes two police officers.

5. A pile of broken-glass pieces lie near a basement window.

6. “Are anything missing?” one officer asks.

7. Evidence of stolen sewing machines seem clear.

8. Across the floor of the shop run a single bright thread, snagged on a rough floorboard.

9. Has the robbers left a trail for the police to follow?

10. Out the door, across the alley, and up to the thieves’ apartment goes the police officers,
following this “thread of evidence.”
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7
PRACTICE WORKSHEET B COPYMASTER

Inverted Sentences and
Intervening Phrases

A. Directions: Rewrite each sentence in the space provided. Correct ALL errors in
subject-verb agreement. If a sentence is already correct, write C.

1. From books and television shows comes stories of criminals who make incredibly stupid
mistakes.

2. There is many dumb crooks out there, according to these sources.

3. Into a pen holding several pigeons sneaks one unthinking thief.

4. The thief, along with some bird dealers in town, don’t seem to have any brains.

5. Back to their home flies the pigeons the very next day!

B. Directions: Rewrite the boxed paragraph, correcting any errors in subject-verb
agreement. (HINT: There are five errors.)

(6.) Are a thief who leaves obvious clues behind any smarter than the
bird-robber and his accomplices? (7.) Inside one burglarized office, for example,
was a traffic ticket. (8.) It were lying on the floor. (9.) After the burglary, the
ticket, a summons for speeding, were clearly traced by police officers to the culprit.
(10.) The burglar, one of several recently fired employees, seem to have nursed a
grudge against the company. (11.) Do it surprise you to learn that someone would
actually used a speeding ticket to prop open the door during a burglary?
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